Sharing the pivotal lessons and moments
that can help you navigate your career
Episode 1 Highlights with guest

Sanaya Khambatta
Technical Consultant @ IBM
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“

More often than not,
people want to help
you progress through
your career ”
- Ms. Sanaya Khambatta, 2020
Finding True North Episode 1

Profile | Sanaya currently works at IBM as a Technical consultant, however, she has undertaken a variety of roles, both business and technically
orientated, that have enabled her to understand technical feasibility and discussions, whilst applying business acumen and processes within a
project. Sanaya has also worked with IBM at Wimbledon for 4 years as part of the technology deployment and support team. She also undertook
her placement year at IBM where she sat in business operations across multiple industries, whilst studying Information Technology Management
for Business at university.

In her spare time, Sanaya is actively involved in her religious youth community as well as encouraging the promotion of females in the tech
industry and enhancing the tech knowledge of those around her. This has led her to being nominated and shortlisted twice for the national Rising
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Stars of Tech awards.
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PIVOTAL MOMENT

Unexpected A-Levels results re-focused Sanaya’s education route, but such circumstance
equipped her to be driven and diligent in her career.
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3 TAKEAWAYS

1

BE WILLING TO LEARN

2

MOTIVATE YOURSELF TO DO MORE THAN JUST YOUR JOB/ COURSE

3

STAY CONNECTED AND REACH OUT TO THOSE AROUND YOU
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SANAYA’S RECOMMENDED SKILLS TO SUCCEED IN TECHNICAL CONSULTING

Emotional Skills & Traits

Practical Skills & Knowledge

Teamwork and Collaboration

Data Analysis

Humility

Project Management

Communication

System architecture
(how systems comes together)

Adaptability

User experience design
(how a user will interact with a system)

Conflict Resolution

Programming language(s)

Critical Observation
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Q&A
Sanaya asked…

Sanaya was additionally asked…
Question: Do you have any recommendations for developing skills in the current situation with fewer
internships and opportunities? Books, websites, podcasts, etc?
Sanaya’s answer: Your new best friend is the internet. There is an abundance of online resources and
training that is free for an individual to enrol upon and start browsing. A lot of previously paid

resources have also been made free to the general public so I would say decide on a area that you
feel is relevant in your industry or desired career or where you have a passion such as Cloud
computing or AI and enrol on a training course for this. This is a great way to learn as there are
interactive sessions, video and do-it-yourself tutorials so you can learn by doing! Also, take some time
to watch videos on YouTube that can give bitesize knowledge on areas of interest so you start to
develop those foundations and can be watched on the go!

Question: What is an average day in your life like at work?

Sanaya’s answer: My job completely varies day to day depending on the client I work for and the role
I am in, whether it business or technically orientated. At present, I am training to be a DevOps
Engineer so my day often includes discussing and delegating upcoming tasks with my team,

conducting research into how to perform these technically orientated tasks and then writing code to
execute these tasks. A lot of my time is also spent debugging errors that inevitably arise and
presenting end solutions to the client in online demos.

Want more Q&A? Watch Sanaya’s Finding True North episode here.
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The Tech Allies Network immensely thanks

Sanaya Khambatta
for being a guest on Finding True North!
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Tech Allies Network

@techalliesntw
www.techalliesnetwork.org
www.podfollow.com/techiecpd
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